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Introduction. The Hodge spectral sequence for an isolated
singularity of (complex) analytic space is defined as follows. Note
first that, given a complex manifold Z, the bigrading of differential
forms of Z together with the operators 3 and defines a double com-
plex. The Hodge structure (E,q(Z), d) of Z is the spectral sequence
of this double complex so chosen that E,q(Z)=Hq(Z,) where
denotes the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms on Z. Let now (X, x) denote
the situation where x is an isolated singular point of an analytic space
X. For sufficiently small neighborhood U of x, (E,q(U\x), d) are
well defined and form a direct system with the restriction maps. Set

E,q(X, x)= lim E,q(U\x).

The map d" E,q(X,x)--.E/,q-/(X,x) is naturally induced.
(E,q(X,x), d) thus obtained is the Hodge spectral sequence of the
isolated singularity (X, x). If X is n-dimensional, then E,(X, x)--0
by Malgrange [3]. By Andreotti-Grauert [1] E,q(X,x) are finite-
dimensional (over C) if 1__< q__< n-- 2.

The main result is the following
Theorem 1. Let n>=3 and suppose (X,x) is a hypersurface

singularity, that is, there is a holomorphic function f in a domain Y
of C+’(Zo,...,z) such that X={zeY; f(z)=f(x)}, and such that
f(z)/3zi=O (O<=i<=n) if and only if z=x. Let E,q(X,x) be denoted
for short by E,q. Then the following conclusions are valid.

) E,q--0 if q:/=0, qCn-1, p+qCn-1, p+q=/=n.

(ii) There are canonical isomorphisms"
E,n-_E,-3_
Ei,-_E[,-3_ _E-,I

(ii)’ dimE-,-----dimE-, for 2<=q<__n-2
(iii) E, are all finite-dimensional.
(iv) E,=O for l<=p<__n--2.
(iv)’ E,-I--O for 2<__p<=n--1.
( v ) If [2 is the multiplicity of the hypersurface singularity (X, x)

in the sense of Milnor [4], then

( ) z--dim E-’+ dim E’--dim E-’
dim E, -+ dim E --dim E,-.
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The formula for the monodromy is obtained only in case f is
quasi-homogeneous, that is, f can be written in the form

f(z)= oo/.../co...Zo z
where ao,...,an, mO are all integers. In this case the maps h(z)
=(e2z0,..., e2z.) induce an R/Z-action on (X,x). In particular

h/ induces an endomorphism of E-,. Denote by ’(t)the character-
istic polynomial of this endomorphism. Then the characteristic poly-
nomial (t) of the monodromy of (X, x) is given by
(**) A(t) (t-- 1)’(t)
where ,=dim E,--dim E-,.

1. Sketch of the proof. Let f, Y, (X,x) be as in Theorem 1.
We denote by 9 the sheaf holomorphic p-forms oa Y. Following
Brieskorn [2] we set

=9/dfA9-.
Then 9} is naturally a complex o sheaves. For an open ball B in
Cn+ with center at x, we set B, Bx and set

H(9) lira H(B,, 9).

Consider the exact sequence

where the first map is induced by the exterior multiplication of df.
Using long exact sequence associated with this, we obtain at first

Lemma 1. H(9)--0 if q0, qCn, p+qCn.

H(9)Hy(9-) if lqn--2.
Combining this lemma with the Hartogs-Osgood theorem, and

using the crucial parts of the long exact sequences, we obtain the
isomorphisms
( 1 ) HP(9},)Hv(H(})) pn--1
and the exact sequence
( 2 OH’(9},)H(H(9}))H(-)O
where H’(9},) is the notation of [2]. These (1) and (2) together with
[2] implies that
( 3 Hp(H(9})) 0 lpn--1
and that Ker (a), Cok (a) is finite-dimensional and
( 4 Z= dim Cok (a)--dim Ker (a)
where a H (H.(9))H (H.(9})) is the map induced by the multipli-
cation of f in 9}.

Consider now the exact sequence

where 9/f abbreviates /fg. Using the associated long exact
sequences, with Lemma 1 in mind, we can prove (i), (ii) and (ii)’. By
the crucial parts of these sequences, we obtain also the following three
exact sequences"
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( 5 ) H,(9,-**,(9-)---,E-,O
( 6 O---H(H,(D’))--H(H,(D}))--,E,--...

-->Hn-I(H(/2))-H I(H(J}))--+S-1,o
( 7 0-Ker (a)-E-,-*K--*Cok (a)-.E,-0

n--1where K--Ker (H,(Df)H,(t2-I)). Combining (3) and (6) we prove
(iv). Using (4), (5) and (7) we prove (iii) and obtain the ormula

t=dim E-,I+ dim E
, dim E-,

Now the full formula (,) follows from this by the Poincar duality;
(iv)’ follows from (iv) also by the Poincar duality. The proof of
formula (**) is almost evident from the course of the proof of (,).

The details will be published elsewhere.
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